Human-designed sub-structures are required by most of the syntax-based machine translation evaluation metrics. In this paper, we propose a novel evaluation metric based on dependency parsing model, which does not need this human involvement. Experimental results show that the new single metric gets better correlation than METEOR on system level and is comparable with it on sentence level. To introduce more information, we combine the new metric with many other metrics. The combined metric obtains state-of-theart performance on both system level evaluation and sentence level evaluation on WMT 2014.
Introduction
Automatic evaluation metrics play an important role in machine translation research. At present, most of the automatic evaluation metrics evaluate the translation quality by comparing the similarity between the hypothesis and the reference.
The lexicon-based metrics can only use lexical information, such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , NIST (Doddington, 2002) and METEOR (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) . To evaluate the hypothesis on syntactic level, some researchers proposed the syntax-based metrics. Liu and Gildea (2005) proposed a constituent-tree-based metric STM and a dependency-tree-based metric HWCM. The syntax-based metric proposed by Owczarzak et al (2007) uses the Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) dependency tree. Some metrics introduce the syntactic information on the basis of lexical information, such as MAXSIM (Chan and Ng, 2008) and the metric proposed by Zhu et al. (2010) . These metrics evaluate the syntactic similarity by comparing the sub-structures extracted from the trees of hypothesis and reference. To avoid parsing the hypothesis in order to prevent translation error propagation, some researchers propose a kind of syntax-based evaluation metric which only uses the tree of reference, such as BLEUÂTRE (Mehay and Brew, 2007) and RED (Yu et al., 2014) .
The syntax-based metrics either use the substructures of both the reference and the hypothesis tree, or only use that on the reference side. Therefore, for these metrics, sub-structures designed by human are required. In this paper, we propose a novel dependency-parsing-model-based metric in the view of dependency tree generation, which completely avoids this human involvement. A dependency parsing model is trained by the reference dependency tree, through which we can obtain the dependency tree of the hypothesis and the corresponding score. The syntactic similarity between the hypothesis and the reference can be evaluated by this score. In order to obtain the lexicon similarity, we also introduce the unigram F-score to the new metric. The experimental results show that the new metric gets the state-of-the-art performance in the single metrics on system level evaluation, and gets the comparable correlation with METEOR on sentence level evaluation. We also propose a combined metric 1 which combines the new metric with many other metrics together. The combined metric obtains state-of-the-art performance on both system level and sentence level.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the dependency-parsingmodel-based metric; Section 3 presents the combined metric; Section 4 gives the experiment results; Conclusions are discussed in Section 5.
DPMF: Evaluation Metric Based on Dependency Parsing Model
We evaluate the syntactic similarity via the Dependency Paring Model score of hypothesis and evaluate the lexical similarity via the unigram F-score. So we name the new metric as DPMF.
There are four steps to obtain the dependency parsing model score of the hypothesis. 1) Obtain the reference dependency tree which can be generated by the automatic parsing tools or labeled by human. 2) Train a dependency parsing model using the reference dependency tree. 3) Parse the hypothesis using the dependency parsing model and get the probability of the hypothesis dependency tree. 4) Normalize the probability of the hypothesis dependency tree. We define the normalized probability of the hypothesis dependency tree as the dependency parsing model score. After obtaining the dependency parsing model score of a hypothesis, we multiply this score by unigram Fscore to get the final score of DPMF. The detailed description of our metric will be found in paper Yu et al. (2015a) . We only give the experiment results in this paper.
DPMF comb : A Combined Evaluation Metric
From the published results of WMT 2014, we can see that the combined metrics such as DISCOTK-PARTY (Joty et al., 2014) and UPC-STOUT (Gonzàlez et al., 2014) obtained great success which can make use of many single metrics. In most of the cases, combined metrics can obtain good correlations, so we also propose a combined metric which combines DPMF with some other single metrics. The combined metric is named as DPMF comb and it involves DPMF, REDp, ENTFp 2 and some metrics included in the open source toolkit Asiya 3 . We introduce REDp, ENTFp and Asiya briefly in the rest of this section.
REDp
RED (Yu et al., 2014 ) employs the reference dependency tree which contains both the lexical and syntactic information, leaving the hypothesis side unparsed to avoid error propagation. The score of RED is obtained using F-score. The precision and recall are calculated using the dependency tree of the reference and the string of the hypothesis. To extend the limited reference, they introduce some linguistic resources into RED and propose a new version REDp, which is employed in our combined metric. We merge the extended version REDp into our combined metric.
ENTFp
The widely-used lexicon-based evaluation metrics cannot adequately reflect the fluency of the translations. The n-gram-based metrics, like BLEU, limit the maximum length of matched fragments to N and cannot catch the matched fragments longer than N, so they can only reflect the fluency indirectly. METEOR, which is not limited by n-gram, uses the number of matched chunks but it does not consider the length of each chunk. To avoid this defect, we propose an entropy-based method ENTF, which is a metric by introducing unigram F-score on the base of ENT (Yu et al., 2015b) . ENT aims at reflecting the fluency of translations through the distribution of matched words, while the unigram F-score can evaluate the accuracy. We introduce stem, synonym and paraphrase into ENTF to extend the limited number of reference and name it as ENTFp.
Asiya
We use Asiya MT evaluation toolkit (Giménez and Màrquez, 2010) to produce the score of many metrics, which can be used in DPMF comb . Asiya provides a rich set of specialized similarity metrics that use different level of linguistic information, namely lexical, syntactic and semantic.
In our experiment, we calculate scores of the default metric set provided by Asiya. For the intoEnglish language pairs, the default metric set contains 55 metrics, including lexicon-based metrics, syntax-based metrics and semantic-based metrics. The weights of all these 55 scores together with the scores of DPMF, REDp and ENTFp are trained with SVM-rank 4 .
Experiments
To evaluate the performance of DPMF and DPMF comb , we carry out the experiments on both system level evaluation and sentence level evaluation. In this section, we first describe the data sets and the baseline metrics in the experiments, and then give and analyse the experimental results.
Data
We use the data from the WMT 2014 evaluation campaign as test data. The language pairs are Czech-to-English, German-to-English, French-toEnglish and Russian-English. The number of translation systems for each language pair are shown in Table 1. data cs-en de-en fr-en ru-en WMT2014 5 13 8 13 
Baseline
The baselines are the widely-used lexicon-based metrics, such as BLEU 5 , TER 6 and METEOR 7 . In addition, according to the published results of WMT 2014, we also give the correlation of the metric with the best performance on average, DISCOTK-PARTY-TUNED (Joty et al., 2014) , which is a combined metric including many kinds of other metrics. For fairness, we also give the result of the metric with the best performance on average in the single metrics, VERTA-W(Comelles and Atserias, 2014) on system level and BEER (Stanojevic and Sima'an, 2014) on sentence level respectively. For our combined metric, to evaluate the effect of adding DPMF, REDp and ENTFp, we also give the correlation of the metric only combining the single metrics in Asiya.
System Level Correlation
To verify the effectiveness of DPMF, we carry out the system level experiments on WMT 2014. To evaluate the correlation with human judges, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient ρ is used. ρ is calculated using Formula (1).
d i is the difference between the human rank and metrics rank for system i. n is the number of systems. We give the system level correlations for every metric in Table 2 . From Table 2 , we can see that DPMF is better than BLEU and TER on all the language pairs. The correlation of DPMF is also better than METEOR and the best single metric VERTA-W on average. But DPMF is lower than the combined metrics DISCOTK-PARTY-TUNED and Asiya. After combining DPMF with other metrics, DPMF comb obtains better correlations than DISCOTK-PARTY-TUNED and Asiya on average. We can see that DPMF comb obtains state-of-the-art performance on system level. From the comparison between DPMF comb and Asiya, we can see that adding DPMF, REDp and ENTFp into the combined metric is useful on system level.
Sentence Level Correlation
To further evaluate the performance of DPMF and DPMF comb , we carry out the experiments on sentence level. On sentence level, Kendall's τ correlation coefficient is used. τ is calculated using the following equation. τ = num con pairs − num dis pairs num con pairs + num dis pairs num con pairs is the number of concordant pairs and num dis pairs is the number of disconcordant pairs. Table 3 gives the correlations of all the metrics. We can see that DPMF is better than BLEU on each language pair and it is comparable with METEOR on average. The statof-the-art performance on sentence level is obtained after combining DPMF with other metrics, namely, DPMF comb , which outperforms the combined metrics DISCO-PARTY-TUNED and Asiya. From the comparison between DPMF comb and Asiya, we can see that adding DPMF, REDp and ENTFp into the combined metric is useful on sentence level. Table 3 : Sentence level correlations on WMT 2014. Asiya represents the combined metric only using the metrics in Asiya. The value in bold is the best result in each column. average stands for the average result of all the language pairs for each metric on WMT 2014.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new dependencyparsing-model-based metric DPMF and a combined metric DPMF comb . DPMF evaluates the syntactic similarity through the dependency parsing model and evaluates the lexical similarity by unigram F-score. Experimental results show that the correlation of DPMF is better than BLEU, TER, METEOR and VERTA-w on system level. On sentence level, DPMF is better than BLEU, and comparable with METEOR. After combining DPMF with other metrics, DPMF comb obtains the state-of-the-art performance on both system level and sentence level on WMT 2014.
